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vinyl planks & tiles
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Spirit fits
every room.
planks with re
real wood structu

100%
waterproof

sound
-20 decibels

cosy & warm floor

easy clean

big planks e
enlarge your spac
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welcome.
Fancy a natural stone or real wood look, protected by
an indestructible layer? BerryAlloc®’s vinyl planks & tiles,
laminate, hardwood floors and wall panels give every
room in your home its own distinct character. From your
living room to your home office and from your entrance
hall to the bathroom: live your life to the full and without
worry, with a floor that suits your lifestyle.
Since your home tells a lot about who you are,
BerryAlloc® provides an extensive range of floor solutions
and wall panels in different dimensions and colours.
We develop our innovative collections in step with the
latest trends and based on the latest technologies.
Each of our collections offers a high quality, ease of use
and an impeccable aesthetic pedigree.

live life
to the full.
Trendy styles, tasteful designs and simple installation:
the Spirit collection features vinyl planks & tiles to suit
all tastes, ranging from simplicity to luxury, and from
accessible to exclusive. Spirit adds so much more
to your home than just a floor alone: a warm and
welcoming mood, a powerful statement,
and the ability to enjoy your home without worry.
Our low-maintenance, scratch-resistant floors give
you, your children and any family pets the freedom
to be yourself, in all your splendour. No one can
stop you from living life to the full!

that’s the spirit.
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why
choose
Spirit?
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live
carefree.
Any time you spend cleaning and scrubbing is time you
don’t get to spend having fun with your family. That’s
why we’ve made our floors child-proof and pet-proof.
After all: accidents are bound to happen, especially
with children and animals around. Muddy paws,
a knocked-over glass or crushed food? No problem at all
– our Spirit collection is very easy to maintain.

stay true to yourself.
Be yourself in every room and every corner of your
home. Each click plank of your Spirit floor has an
acoustic underlay. And thanks to its innovative
integrated underlay, the click-comfort planks
and tiles minimise the sound of people walking
across the floor by 20 decibels. This is what a carefree,
stress-free life looks (and sounds) like.
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your floor retainlls times
an even surface at a

all about
stability.
Our Spirit floors suit homes located in any
geographical area: from the sunny and exotic
south to the cool, chilly north, your floor will
retain its stability throughout despite fluctuations
in temperature. Even in humid rooms or close
to large windows with direct sunlight pouring
in, you’ll have no trouble installing our click
comfort floor or the glue-down. The innovative
technology and aftercare of the planks and tiles
ensure that your floor retains an even surface
at all times, even after repeated heating and
cooling. This makes Spirit particularly suitable in
conjunction with floor heating.

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - COUNTRY BROWN
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additional layer.

everything you need right nearby.

Spirit’s elegant design is combined with a limited

Whether you choose a floor that clicks into place

thickness. Want to remove your existing floor while

virtually automatically or glue-down installation

remodelling your home? No need – you simply install

that keeps it all perfectly together: our Spirit

Spirit on top of it, saving you the trouble of breakage,

floors ensure a quick, efficient and dust-free job.

dust, and lots of scrubbing and cleaning afterwards.

The result is an attractive interior overnight.

Tiles, wood, or concrete? Spirit integrates smoothly
with any type of existing floor – even when there are
minor differences in height – and does so in record time.

Spirit integrates
smoothly with anyr
type of existing floo

easy install.

Spirit is available inlue-down
click, click comfort and g

choose your comfort.
Spirit is available in click, click comfort and glue-down

instant makeover.

versions. The choice is yours. Click comfort always includes

Spirit provides fast and easy installation. Install your floor in

Spirit glue-down attaches to a FastTec self-adhesive underlay

no time at all, thanks to the convenient click system or the

or can be glued directly onto your existing floor. Use

self-adhesive underlay if you opt for glue-down installation.

FastTec to remove your vinyl floor at a later stage if desired,

Alternatively, you can glue the planks or tiles directly onto your

without causing damage to your existing floor. For the Spirit

existing floor. Your floor serves as your home’s centrepiece

Home 30 Click collection, we recommend that you install a

– it is literally and figuratively the foundation of every room in

DreamTec underlay before installing the planks.

an integrated underlay. Now that’s what we call a win-win!

your home. Need an instant makeover? Choose a new colour,
an original new design or a warm, natural touch underneath
your feet. Spirit is right at your service!
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100%
waterproof
Spirit floor
Our 100% waterproof Spirit floor is
indestructible and retains its shape.
You can take a relaxing hot bath without
worrying about spilling water onto your
floor. Your kids can even take off their
soaked mittens inside the house in winter
without a problem. A Spirit floor can
even be installed in your cellar, as it’s
perfectly at home even in damp spaces.
Your new floor will take it like a champ...
and that’s a promise! So meet your new
solid floor which will give you long-term
user comfort. For an elegant home or
successful business: instant and long term.

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - CEMENT LIGHT GREY
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100%
phthalatefree.
Better for you, better for the environment. Spirit is a 100% phthalate-free floor
that outperforms the European standard to make a strong statement without
compromise. Phthalates are chemical compounds commonly used in the
manufacture of vinyl floors. So we’ve made sure that with our Spirit floors no
harmful substances are released. We do this not because we need to do it,
but because we believe it’s important. Our A+ certificate speaks for itself.
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choose
the right
floor.
SPIRIT HOME - CLICK COMFORT 40 - MOUNTAIN BROWN
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add colour
to your life.

what’s
your favourite
look & feel?
colour outside the lines.
Flaunt your colourful style and your personality
through your home. Redesign your space by
choosing the right colour tiles or planks.
Use the colour effects strategically and design
your home to suit your style. A light floor will
make your room appear larger, while dark
colours enhance the atmosphere.
Choosing the right colours for your floor also
determines the mood in your home. Opt for
the bright effect of a pale floor – or are you
ready for the intensity of black tiles or planks?
By creating a sharp contrast between your
decor and your floor, you can really get the
most out of your style options. If you want to go
for a more luxurious look, you’re sure to find the
grey shade you need in the Spirit collection.

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK 30 - FRENCH LIGHT
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SPIRIT HOME - CLICK 30 - FRENCH GREY

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK 30 - FRENCH BLACK
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think
BIG!
Spirit XL allows you to create your dream
home, adding volume to create that
extra-appealing look. The elongated
planks (1830 x 228 mm) make your
space appear larger and add a luxury
touch, because we believe your home

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55
VULCANO DARK GREY

deserves only the very best.

think
Spirit XL!

unique tile size.
If you’re going for a tiled look, you get
to benefit from our unique tile size.
Tiles measuring 600 by 900 millimetres
will give your home a timeless look and feel.
The high-quality finishing assures years of
domestic and commercial comfort – comfort
in an extra-large package.

SPIRIT XL - CLICK COMFORT 55 - YOSEMITE
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flaunt your
creativity.
mix and match to
your heart’s content.
Why choose and lose when you can combine
the best of both worlds? Spirit allows you to
blend your tiles seamlessly into planks, and
vice versa – even within a single space.
Create a unique interplay of lines using a
variety of surfaces and colours. The gluedown version allows you to mix and match
as much as you like. If you’re selecting from
the Pro collection, you can benefit from click
planks with the same thickness as click tiles.
Simply watch it all click into place!

exciting patterns.
Opting for glue-down installation and looking
for a special effect? Go for a herringbone
motif! It was all the rage years ago, and
now this winning pattern is making a
comeback. Stylish herringbone adds a sense
of movement and freshness to any home.
Use a warm wood colour to give you a 10 for
atmosphere and a warm, welcoming mood.
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SPIRIT HOME COLLECTION - GLUEDOWN

PLANKS: SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - ELITE HONEY
TILES: SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - CEMENT WHITE GREY
TILES: SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - CEMENT TAUPE
29

just like
real
wood.

e

NO real wood structur

Love nothing more than a good
challenge? Well, we challenge you to
tell apart a Spirit floor and a genuine
hardwood floor. Spirit blends the
authentic look and feel of natural
materials with the ease of use and
solidity of a vinyl floor. That’s why our
Pro and XL collections have their own
real wood structures. The decors and
structures are perfectly in sync with
each other. You will feel each visible
grain in your floor, giving your home the
authenticity you’re looking for.

ructure

Pro & XL: real wood st
SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - COUNTRY CARAMEL
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finishing touch.

enjoy the silence.

Fashion lovers know better than anyone that

Spirit allows you to maintain silence and serenity in your

accessorising is key, and your floor is no

home. The integrated underlay absorbs bumps and other

exception! If you use matching skirtings and

imperfections from your sub-floor while at the same time

profiles in aluminium or the identical design

reducing impact sound by 20 decibels. Even if you’re

for your planks or tiles, every corner of your

dancing around your living-room floor to your favourite

floor will be good to go.

tune on your new stilettos, or if you happen to break a
plate while doing the dishes.
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matching skirting

integrated underlay

matching T-profile

aluminium reducer

tiles.
PRO.

choose
the right
colour.

MINERAL BEIGE

HOME.

CONCRETE WHITE GREY

PRO.

CEMENT WHITE GREY

HOME.

CONCRETE LIGHT GREY

HOME.

CONCRETE BEIGE

PRO.

HOME.

CONCRETE GREY

PRO.

PRO.

VULCANO GREY

PRO.

CEMENT LIGHT GREY

VULCANO GREIGE

HOME.

PRO.

CEMENT GREY

PRO.

CEMENT TAUPE

HOME.

PRO.

VULCANO DARK GREY

PRO.

DIMENSIONS HOME
gluedown 30: 914,40 x 609,60 mm
click comfort 40: 914 x 610 mm

DIMENSIONS PRO
gluedown 55: 914,40 x 609,60 mm
click comfort 55: 914 x 610 mm

MINERAL GREY

CONCRETE GREIGE

CONCRETE DARK GREY

VULCANO BLACK

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - ELITE BEIGE
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planks.
PRO.

COUNTRY WHITE GREY

PRO.

ELITE BEIGE

XL.

FITZ ROY

YOSEMITE

HOME.

LOFT NATURAL

HOME.

GRACE NATURAL

XL.

COSY NATURAL

PRO.

COUNTRY BEIGE

HOME.

FRENCH LIGHT

HOME.

DIMENSIONS HOME: gluedown 30: 1219 x 184 mm | click 30: 1210 x 176,60 mm | click comfort 40: 1210 x 176,60 mm

ELITE SAND

PRO.

COUNTRY HONEY

HOME.

GRACE GREIGE

PRO.

PRO.

XL.

KINGS CANYON

ELITE NATURAL

ELITE HONEY

DIMENSIONS PRO: gluedown 55: 1520 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1511 x 228 mm

COUNTRY MOKKA

COUNTRY CARAMEL

ELITE GREIGE

INCA

MOUNTAIN BROWN

XL.

LONG RANGE

PRO.

ELITE TAUPE

HOME.

XL.

SIERRA HIGH

PRO.

XL.

PRO.

HOME.

PALMER NATURAL

PRO.

PRO.

DIMENSIONS XL: gluedown 55: 1840 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1830 x 228 mm

COUNTRY BROWN

PRO.

COUNTRY SMOKED

XL.

PACIFIC CREST

PRO.

ELITE BROWN

HOME.

CANYON BROWN

HOME.

FRENCH GREY

PRO.

ELITE DARK BROWN

PRO.

COUNTRY DARK BROWN

HOME.

VINTAGE DARK

PRO.

XL.

BAY OF FIRES

HOME.

PALMER CHOCOLATE

HOME.

FRENCH BLACK

discover
our Spirit
floors.
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home.
SPIRIT HOME - CLICK COMFORT 40 - COSY NATURAL
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home.
Home combines a stylish design with a sense of warmth
and domesticity. We offer the right Home tile or plank for
any home and any room. The name says it all: Home offers
the kind of floors that will turn your house into a real
home. But it would also look good in any hotel room,
if you’re looking to give your guests a warm welcome.
Numerous decors and colours are designed in 12 different
planks and 6 different tiles. You will always find a floor
that suits the interior of your room.

a stylish designth
+ a sense of warm
+ domesticity.
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 30: 1219 x 184 mm | click 30: 1210 x 176,60 mm | click comfort 40: 1210 x 176,60 mm

COSY NATURAL


GRACE NATURAL

gluedown 30: 60001352 | click 30: 60001365 | click comfort 40: 60001412
matching skirtings: 63002255 | T-profile: 63002311

gluedown 30: 60001349 | click 30: 60001362 | click comfort 40: 60001409
matching skirtings: 63002252 | T-profile: 63002308

LOFT NATURAL

gluedown 30: 60001351 | click 30: 60001364 | click comfort 40: 60001411
matching skirtings: 63002254 | T-profile: 63002310

FRENCH LIGHT

gluedown 30: 60001327 | click 30: 60001328 | click comfort 40: 60001401
matching skirtings: 63002243 | T-profile: 63002300

GRACE GREIGE

gluedown 30: 60001350 | click 30: 60001363 | click comfort 40: 60001410
matching skirtings: 63002253 | T-profile: 63002309

FRENCH GREY

gluedown 30: 60001342 | click 30: 60001355 | click comfort 40: 60001402
matching skirtings: 63002245 | T-profile: 63002301

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK COMFORT 40 - GRACE GREIGE
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 30: 1219 x 184 mm | click 30: 1210 x 176,60 mm | click comfort 40: 1210 x 176,60 mm

CANYON BROWN

gluedown 30: 60001345 | click 30: 60001358 | click comfort 40: 60001405
matching skirtings: 63002248 | T-profile: 63002304

MOUNTAIN BROWN

gluedown 30: 60001344 | click 30: 60001357 | click comfort 40: 60001404
matching skirtings: 63002247 | T-profile: 63002303

PALMER NATURAL

gluedown 30: 60001347 | click 30: 60001360 | click comfort 40: 60001407
matching skirtings: 63002250 | T-profile: 63002306

VINTAGE DARK

gluedown 30: 60001346 | click 30: 60001359 | click comfort 40: 60001406
matching skirtings: 63002249 | T-profile: 63002305

PALMER CHOCOLATE 

gluedown 30: 60001348 | click 30: 60001361 | click comfort 40: 60001408
matching skirtings: 63002251 | T-profile: 63002307

FRENCH BLACK 

gluedown 30: 60001343 | click 30: 60001356 | click comfort 40: 60001403
matching skirtings: 63002246 | T-profile: 63002302

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK 30 - VINTAGE DARK
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 30: 914,40 x 609,60 mm | click comfort 40: 914 x 610 mm

CONCRETE WHITE GREY

CONCRETE BEIGE

CONCRETE GREIGE

gluedown 30: 60001423 | click comfort 40: 60001417
matching skirtings: 63002260 | T-profile: 63002316

gluedown 30: 60001421 | click comfort 40: 60001415
matching skirtings: 63002258 | T-profile: 63002314

gluedown 30: 60001420 | click comfort 40: 60001414
matching skirtings: 63002257 | T-profile: 63002313

CONCRETE LIGHT GREY

CONCRETE GREY

CONCRETE DARK GREY

gluedown 30: 60001422 | click comfort 40: 60001416
matching skirtings: 63002259 | T-profile: 63002315

gluedown 30: 60001419 | click comfort 40: 60001413
matching skirtings: 63002256 | T-profile: 63002312

gluedown 30: 60001424 | click comfort 40: 60001418
matching skirtings: 63002261 | T-profile: 63002317

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK COMFORT 40 - CONCRETE LIGHT GREY
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pro.
SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - COUNTRY CARAMEL
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pro.
The planks and tiles from our Pro collection feature
luxury finishing, where even the most refined grain and
the smallest detail are palpable. This is all thanks to the
real wood structure. The structure perfectly matches
the decor of the design. You won’t be able to tell the
Spirit Pro from a genuine hardwood floor.
Choose a firm vinyl floor that looks like genuine
hardwood. The collection features 16 planks
and 10 tiles: perfect for your home, showroom,
store or office building. Anything is possible!

The structure es
perfectly matchesign.
the decor of the d
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 1520 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1511 x 228 mm

COUNTRY WHITE GREY

gluedown 55: 60001466 | click comfort 55: 60001434
matching skirtings: 63002271 | T-profile: 63002327

COUNTRY BEIGE

gluedown 55: 60001469 | click comfort 55: 60001437
matching skirtings: 63002274 | T-profile: 63002330

COUNTRY HONEY

gluedown 55: 60001465 | click comfort 55: 60001433
matching skirtings: 63002270 | T-profile: 63002326

COUNTRY CARAMEL

gluedown 55: 60001468 | click comfort 55: 60001436
matching skirtings: 63002273 | T-profile: 63002329

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - ELITE BEIGE
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 1520 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1511 x 228 mm

COUNTRY MOKKA

gluedown 55: 60001467 | click comfort 55: 60001435
matching skirtings: 63002272 | T-profile: 63002328

COUNTRY SMOKED

gluedown 55: 60001471 | click comfort 55: 60001439
matching skirtings: 63002276 | T-profile: 63002332

COUNTRY BROWN

gluedown 55: 60001470 | click comfort 55: 60001438
matching skirtings: 63002275 | T-profile: 63002331

COUNTRY DARK BROWN

gluedown 55: 60001472 | click comfort 55: 60001440
matching skirtings: 63002277 | T-profile: 63002333

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - COUNTRY DARK BROWN
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 1520 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1511 x 228 mm

DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 1520 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1511 x 228 mm

ELITE BEIGE

gluedown 55: 60001457 | click comfort 55: 60001425
matching skirtings: 63002262 | T-profile: 63002318

ELITE HONEY

gluedown 55: 60001459 | click comfort 55: 60001427
matching skirtings: 63002264 | T-profile: 63002320

ELITE GREIGE

gluedown 55: 60001458 | click comfort 55: 60001426
matching skirtings: 63002263 | T-profile: 63002319

ELITE TAUPE

gluedown 55: 60001460 | click comfort 55: 60001428
matching skirtings: 63002265 | T-profile: 63002321

ELITE NATURAL

gluedown 55: 60001464 | click comfort 55: 60001432
matching skirtings: 63002269 | T-profile: 63002325

ELITE BROWN

gluedown 55: 60001463 | click comfort 55: 60001431
matching skirtings: 63002268 | T-profile: 63002324

ELITE SAND

gluedown 55: 60001461 | click comfort 55: 60001429
matching skirtings: 63002266 | T-profile: 63002322

ELITE DARK BROWN

gluedown 55: 60001462 | click comfort 55: 60001430
matching skirtings: 63002267 | T-profile: 63002323
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 914,40 x 609,60 mm | click comfort 55: 914 x 610 mm

MINERAL BEIGE

MINERAL GREY

CEMENT WHITE GREY

gluedown 55: 60001484 | click comfort 55: 60001474
matching skirtings: 63002279 | T-profile: 63002335

gluedown 55: 60001483 | click comfort 55: 60001473
matching skirtings: 63002278 | T-profile: 63002334

gluedown 55: 60001489 | click comfort 55: 60001479
matching skirtings: 63002284 | T-profile: 63002340

CEMENT LIGHT GREY

CEMENT TAUPE

CEMENT GREY

gluedown 55: 60001490 | click comfort 55: 60001480
matching skirtings: 63002285 | T-profile: 63002341

gluedown 55: 60001492 | click comfort 55: 60001482
matching skirtings: 63002287 | T-profile: 63002343

gluedown 55: 60001491 | click comfort 55: 60001481
matching skirtings: 63002286 | T-profile: 63002342

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 -MINERAL BEIGE
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 914,40 x 609,60 mm | click comfort 55: 914 x 610 mm

VULCANO GREIGE

VULCANO GREY

gluedown 55: 60001485 | click comfort 55: 60001475
matching skirtings: 63002280 | T-profile: 63002336

gluedown 55: 60001487 | click comfort 55: 60001477
matching skirtings: 63002282 | T-profile: 63002338

VULCANO DARK GREY

VULCANO BLACK

gluedown 55: 60001486 | click comfort 55: 60001476
matching skirtings: 63002281 | T-profile: 63002337

gluedown 55: 60001488 | click comfort 55: 60001478
matching skirtings: 63002283 | T-profile: 63002339

SPIRIT PRO - CLICK COMFORT 55 - VULCANO DARK GREY
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XL.
SPIRIT XL - CLICK COMFORT 55 - FITZ ROY
66
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XL.
Meet the Pro collection’s big brother: the 8 different planks from
the XL collection are extra long. The elongated planks radiate
luxury and are perfect for large spaces. These stylish giants create
depth while at the same time giving your floor extra cachet,
so that your space will look even larger. Want to add a store or
reception area to your business? The length of your planks will
subtly lead your customers into the direction you want.
The longer the planks, the less work involved in installing them.
Makes sense, doesn’t it? The XL collection allows you to get fast
results from installation even sooner. And that’s just what you
need as a professional, since – as you well know – time is money.
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 1840 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1830 x 228 mm

YOSEMITE

gluedown 55: 60001448 | click comfort 55: 60001456
matching skirtings: 63002295 | T-profile: 63002351

FITZ ROY

gluedown 55: 60001444 | click comfort 55: 60001452
matching skirtings: 63002291 | T-profile: 63002347

LONG RANGE

gluedown 55: 60001445 | click comfort 55: 60001453
matching skirtings: 63002292 | T-profile: 63002348

KINGS CANYON

gluedown 55: 60001442 | click comfort 55: 60001450
matching skirtings: 63002289 | T-profile: 63002345

SPIRIT XL - CLICK COMFORT 55 - YOSEMITE
70
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DIMENSIONS: gluedown 55: 1840 x 237 mm | click comfort 55: 1830 x 228 mm

SIERRA HIGH

gluedown 55: 60001446 | click comfort 55: 60001454
matching skirtings: 63002293 | T-profile: 63002349

INCA

gluedown 55: 60001441 | click comfort 55: 60001449
matching skirtings: 63002288 | T-profile: 63002344

BAY OF FIRES

gluedown 55: 60001447 | click comfort 55: 60001455
matching skirtings: 63002294 | T-profile: 63002350

PACIFIC CREST

gluedown 55: 60001443 | click comfort 55: 60001451
matching skirtings: 63002290 | T-profile: 63002346

SPIRIT XL - CLICK COMFORT 55 - SIERRA HIGH
72
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technical overview.
wearlayer

GLUEDOWN

real wood
structure

30 GLUEDOWN PLANKS

thickness
(mm)

underlay

2

X

1219 x 184 mm

3,40

X

1210 x 176,60 mm

2G/2G

4+1

V

1210 x 176,60 mm

2

X

609,60 x 914,40 mm

dimensions

class

residential
warranty

commercial
warranty

31

15 years

0 years

31

15 years

0 years

2G/2G

32

20 years

5 years

NO

31

15 years

0 years

2G/5G

32

20 years

5 years

NO

33

25 years

10 years

2G/5G

33

25 years

10 years

NO

33

25 years

10 years

2G/5G

33

25 years

10 years

NO

33

25 years

10 years

33

25 years

10 years

locking

# decors

NO

0,30
PLANKS

30 CLICK PLANKS
CLICK

SPIRIT
HOME

GLUEDOWN

40 CLICK COMFORT PLANKS

0,40

30 GLUEDOWN TILES

0,30

X

TILES

6
CLICK

GLUEDOWN

40 CLICK COMFORT TILES

0,40

55 GLUEDOWN PLANKS

PLANKS

4,50 + 1

V

610 x 914 mm

2,50

X

1520 x 237 mm

V
CLICK

SPIRIT
PRO

55 CLICK COMFORT PLANKS

16
4,50 + 1

V

1511 x 228 mm

2,50

X

609,60 x 914,40 mm

0,55
GLUEDOWN

55 GLUEDOWN TILES

X

TILES

10
CLICK

SPIRIT
XL
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12

GLUEDOWN

55 CLICK COMFORT TILES

X

55 GLUEDOWN PLANKS

PLANKS

0,55
CLICK

55 CLICK COMFORT PLANKS

4,50 + 1

V

610 x 914 mm

2,50

X

1840 x 237 mm

V

8
4,50 + 1

V

1830 x 228 mm

2G/5G
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technical data.
SPIRIT HOME
product specifications.
total thickness

EN ISO 24346

integrated underlay

SPIRIT PRO

30
gluedown plank

30
click plank

30
gluedown tile

40
click comfort plank

40
click comfort tile

2 mm

3,4 mm

2 mm

4 mm

4,5 mm

-

-

-

1 mm

1 mm

thickness of
the wear layer

EN ISO 24340

0,3 mm

0,3 mm

0,3 mm

0,4 mm

0,4 mm

total weight

EN ISO 23997

3,445 kg/m2

6,6 kg/m2

4 kg/m2

7,9 kg/m2

usage classification

EN ISO 10874

23/31

23/31

23/31

30
gluedown plank

30
click plank

30
gluedown tile

test results.

4,5 mm

-

1 mm

-

1 mm

-

1 mm

total weight

EN ISO 23997

4,95 kg/m2

9,3 kg/m2

4,95 kg/m2

9,3 kg/m2

4,95 kg/m2

9,3 kg/m2

23/32/41

23/32/41

usage classification

EN ISO 10874

23/33/42

23/33/42

23/33/42

23/33/42

23/33/42

23/33/42

40
click comfort plank

40
click comfort tile

55
gluedown plank

55
click comfort plank

55
gluedown tile

55
click comfort tile

EN ISO 13501-1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

chemical resistance

EN ISO 26987

OK

OK

< 0,1 mm

EN ISO 23999

2,5 mm

9,3 kg/m2

fire resistance

dimensional
stability

4,5 mm

0,55 mm

pass

EPLF draft
021029-3-2004

2,5 mm

0,55 mm

pass

reflected walking
sound

4,5 mm

0,55 mm

pass

EN ISO 717-2

2,5 mm

55
55
gluedown plank click comfort plank

0,55 mm

pass

EN ISO 13893

55
click comfort tile

0,55 mm

EN ISO 4918

sound reduction:
impact sound

integrated underlay

55
gluedown tile

0,55 mm

castor chair

DIN 51130

EN ISO 24346

55
click comfort plank

EN ISO 24340

EN ISO 12524

slip resistance

total thickness

55
gluedown plank

thickness of
the wear layer

underfloor heating

residual indentation EN ISO 24343-1

product specifications.

SPIRIT XL

suitable max. 27° (80°F) / electrical floor heating systems: max 60 W/m2

test results.

55
55
gluedown plank click comfort plank

underfloor heating

EN ISO 12524

pass

castor chair

EN ISO 4918

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

fire resistance

EN ISO 13501-1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1

OK

OK

OK

chemical resistance

EN ISO 26987

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

< 0,1 mm

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

R10

class DS

class DS

class DS

class DS

class DS

residual indentation EN ISO 24343-1
slip resistance

DIN 51130

suitable max. 27° (80°F) / electrical floor heating systems: max 60 W/m2

EN ISO 13893

class DS

class DS

class DS

class DS

class DS

class DS

EN ISO 717-2

3 dB

20 dB

3 dB

20 dB

3 dB

20 dB

37 SONE (52%
sound reduction)

25 SONE (67%
sound reduction)

37 SONE (52%
sound reduction)

25 SONE (67%
sound reduction)

37 SONE (52%
sound reduction)

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

2 dB

3 dB

2 dB

20 dB

20 dB

sound reduction:
impact sound

-

39 SONE (49%
sound reduction)

-

33 SONE (57%
sound reduction)

33 SONE (57%
sound reduction)

reflected walking
sound

EPLF draft
25 SONE (67%
021029-3-2004 sound reduction)

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

< 0,15%

dimensional
stability

EN ISO 23999

residential warranty

15 y

15 y

15 y

20 y

20 y

residential warranty

25 y

25 y

25 y

25 y

25 y

25 y

commercial
warranty

0y

0y

0y

5y

5y

commercial
warranty

10 y

10 y

10 y

10 y

10 y

10 y

formaldehyde

EN ISO 717-1

E1

E1

E1

E1

E1

formaldehyde

EN ISO 717-1

E1

E1

E1

E1

E1

E1

lock strength

EN ISO 10582

-

> 3 kN/m

-

> 4 kN/m

> 4 kN/m

lock strength

EN ISO 10582

-

> 5 kN/m

-

> 5 kN/m

-

> 5 kN/m
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easy
installation.
Installing your Spirit floor will give you instant satisfaction, thanks to the ease of
use and speed of installation. You can install your planks or tiles in just 4 steps:
01. Allow the planks or tiles to adjust to the environment for 48 hours.
02. Clean the floor. Install the appropriate underlay as necessary:
DreamTec for click planks and FastTec for glue-down installation.
Click comfort is fitted with an integrated underlay.
03. Install the actual floor. The installation method depends on the locking
system (2G or 5G) or the floor can be glued.
04. Finish your floor with skirtings and profiles for the best results.
Scan the QR code and view the online installation video for your floor.

click

gluedown

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK COMFORT 40 - LOFT NATURAL
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a fluid whole.

the perfect
picture.

A seamless transition between materials, a detailed

For a genuine finishing touch to your room,

finishing of angles and edges or discreetly eliminating

skirtings are your friend. Did you know that

any differences in height: the Spirit finishing profiles

nothing could be easier? You can glue them into

make the difference between a job half done and a

place or use the convenient clips to attach them

job well done. Looking to add a little sheen? Surprise

to the wall. The design perfectly matches the style

people with aluminium profiles in bronze, champagne

and colours of your planks or tiles. Alternatively,

or silver shades. The T-profile is available in the same

you can choose paintable skirtings to match your

colours and designs as the floor itself. This is the simple

walls. The result? A sleek finishing that makes all

success formula for a nod to luxury in your home.

the difference.

everything you need for a
fast and easy installation.
If you’ve got the right tools, you can install a
Spirit floor in no time at all. Saying you hardly
need any tools is an understatement, really.
If you’re opting for a glue-down installation,
matching T-profile

you should glue the tiles directly onto your

T-profile aluminium*

reducer aluminium*

end profile aluminium*

existing floor or use the FastTec underlay as
a basis. This neutralises imperfections and

*also available in silver, bronze & champagne

features a self-adhesive surface. Right before
installing the planks or tiles, you must remove
the foil and install the floor directly onto the

FastTec: 63000903

FastTec underlay.
If you are installing a click floor without an
integrated underlay, the DreamTec underlay
is the perfect option for you. It’s easy to fold it

skirting clips: 9310-0017

matching skirtings

paintable skirting board
60 mm: 63001756

paintable skirting board
80 mm: 63001776

SPIRIT XL - CLICK
COMFORT 55 - YOSEMITE

63000579 alu end profile LVT 2 m silver
63000580 alu end profile LVT 2 m champagne
63000581 alu end profile LVT 2 m bronze
63000573 alu reducer LVT 2 m silver
63000574 alu reducer LVT 2 m champagne
63000575 alu reducer LVT 2 m bronze
63000576 T-profile LVT 2 m silver
63000577 T-profile LVT 2 m champagne
63000578 T-profile LVT 2 m bronze

out and cut it to size – and you’re good to go.

DreamTec: 63000027

80

paintable skirting board
100 mm: 9372-3045

paintable skirting board
110 mm: 9370-3045

81

easy
maintenance.
Spirit is designed to last and last... including
resistance to roughhousing, boisterous furry
friends or practising dance steps around the
room. “Low maintenance” is Spirit’s middle
name. The stain- and moisture-resistant coating
makes cleaning fast and easy.
You can further extend the life of your floor by
using the right products. A strong PU protector
adds extra protection to your top vinyl layer,
while the cleaner keeps your floor impeccable
and hygienic at all times, both for first-time and
regular use. You can quickly clean your floor
without the need to rinse afterwards, leaving
more time to focus on the fun stuff.

Cleaner: 63000772

PU Protect: 63000773

SPIRIT HOME - CLICK COMFORT 40 - CONCRETE GREIGE
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BerryAlloc has the right flooring for all domestic
and public spaces. BerryAlloc offers a very wide choice
of features and designs. Discover the full range at:

www.berryalloc.com
Non-contractual document. Printing techniques may cause small variations in the
colours shown. BerryAlloc reserves the right to modify its range without notice.
Printing 04/19. ENG: 11006522

all good
vibes.
BerryAlloc offices at / Rijksweg 440 / 8170 Wielsbeke, Belgium
T +32 56 67 66 11 / info@berryalloc.com
www.berryalloc.com
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follow us on:

86

dream.
plan.
do.
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